Myelin structure in unfixed, single nerve fibers: Scanning X-ray microdiffraction with a beam size of 200nm.
Previous raster-scanning with a 1μm X-ray beam of individual, myelinated fibers from glutaraldehyde-fixed rat sciatic nerve revealed a spatially-dependent variation in the diffraction patterns from single fibers. Analysis indicated differences in the myelin periodicity, membrane separations, distribution of proteins, and orientation of membrane lamellae. As chemical fixation is known to produce structural artifacts, we sought to determine in the current study whether the structural heterogeneity is intrinsic to unfixed myelin. Using a 200nm-beam that was about five-fold smaller than before, we raster-scanned individual myelinated fibers from both the peripheral (PNS; mouse and rat sciatic nerves) and central (CNS; rat corpus callosum) nervous systems. As expected, the membrane stacking in the internodal region was nearly parallel to the fiber axis and in the paranodal region it was perpendicular to the axis. A myelin lattice was also frequently observed when the incident beam was injected en face to the sheath. Myelin periodicity and diffracted intensity varied with axial position along the fiber, as did the calculated membrane profiles. Raster-scanning with an X-ray beam at sub-micron resolution revealed for the first time that the individual myelin sheaths in unfixed nerve are heterogeneous in both membrane structure and packing.